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Theorems about the existence and extensions of valuations are central in valuation theory in the commutative case. Unfortunately, these results can not be fully extended to non-commutative rings and fields. We say a subring B is a valuation ring of a division ring D if x or x ~ ' is contained in B for every x in D, x # 0. Such a ring is called invariant if dBd-' = B for every nonzero d in D. Schilling in [7] deals with invariant valuation rings and Mathiak in [6] investigates properties of valuations that correspond to valuation rings in skew tields.
In this paper we deal with extensions of valuation rings B in the centre K of a finite-dimensional division algebra D. This means we want to obtain information about the set 9 of all valuation rings B' of D with B' n K= B. As the division algebra of quaternions over the field D of rational numbers shows, this set g can be empty for certain valuation rings B in D, see [2] .
Valuation rings of finite-dimensional division algebras are not always invariant. However, Grater in [4] shows that they are locally invariant in the following sense: A valuation ring B is called locally invariant if xP(x) =P(x)x for all non-units x in B where P(x) is the smallest completely prime ideal in B containing x. There it is also shown that locally invariant valuation rings B with only one proper nonzero prime ideal, i.e., of rank 1, are in fact invariant. We show that xi, . . . . xk are linearly independent: Let 1,) . . . . lk E K, not all zero, and let l,x, + ... + fkxk = 0. We can assume that li E B and that I, is a unit in B. It follows by (*) that /ix, + ... + 1,x, is a unit in B,, a contradiction.
We conclude this section with the following observation: ProoJ Let x,, . . . . x, be in B' such that {x, + M', ,.., x, + M'} is linearly independent over B/M. Then, {x1, . . . . x,,,> is linearly independent over K, since otherwise C clixi= 0 with cli in K, not all zero, leads to C aixi = 0 with ai E B, not all aj in M.
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Throughout the rest of the paper let D be a division algebra finite-dimensional over its centre K. Let B # K be a valuation ring of K 5 . Let IS??1 > 1, let Z be the centre of R/N, and let S be the maximal separable extension of (R n K)/(N n K) in Z. Then, the following hold ( 1) (R n K)/( N n K) is a proper subfield of Z.
(2) S is a Galois extension of (R n K)/(N n K) and each (R n K)/(N n K)-automorphism of S is induced by an inner automorphism of D.
Proof
(1) We assume that (R n K)/(N n K) is equal to Z. Then {B,/NI Bi E W} is the set of all extensions of B/(N n K) to R/N, where B/(N n K) is a valuation ring of the centre of R/N. Since B/(N n K) has more than one extension in R/N, we have B/(N n K) # 2 and there exists a proper subring R' of R/N which contains all the B,/N, Bi E 99. Thus, there is a proper subring of R which contains all the Bi, contradicting the minimality of R.
(2) By the theorem of the primitive element for finite separable extensions there exists an element r in R with Lemma 5 and the proof of Theorem 2 show how to obtain all extensions of a given valuation ring of the centre using the fact that S is a Galois extension of (R n K)/(Nn K). An example of this is given at the end of this paper.
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The next results describe the integral closure of a valuation ring of the centre K in the division algebra D. (x-a,) . We observe that T is invariant, since dxd - where t,, m;'m,t2, . ..) m;'mktkE T. Since T is a ring, we get m; ' E T, a contradiction.
There exists a maximal ideal N of T containing MT and N n B = M follows. The set T\N is a left and right Ore-set in T, since T is invariant and T, = { ts-' ( t E T, s E T\N), the localization of T on N, can be formed.
We show that B' = T, satisfies B' n K = B. Otherwise, there exists an x is either equal to zero or a unit in B. We prove that each B in F\G is not extendible to D. Let BE F\G and assume there is an extension B' of B to D with the maximal ideal M'. We are done if we show that a, b and ab -ba are in B'\M', since this leads to the contradiction that B'/M' is a non-commutative finite field. We prove that a E B'\M', the other proofs are similar. Let f,(x) = fnx" + ... + fi x + fO. We can assume a E B'-otherwise consider a-' instead of a. Since a #O, we know that fO is a unit in B'. Thus, aE M' implies 0= f,(a) = f, a" + . . . + fi a + fO E fO + M' $ M', a contradiction.
A global field K is either an algebraic number field (i.e., a finite extension of the rational number field D) or a function field (i.e., a finite extension of a field k(x) of rational functions in one indeterminate x over a finite field k).
COROLLARY. Let D be a finite-dimensional division algebra over a global field K. Only a finite number of valuation rings in K are extendible to D. . . . uj)] = nj+l and each oj can be extended to an automorphism of E which maps every element of L(xl 9 .**9 xn)("l 9 ...9 uj-19 uj+ 13 ..., a, _ 1) to itself. E is a Galois extension of K = L(x, , . . . . x,) such that its Galois group G = G(E/K) is isomorphic to the direct product of the groups ( oi) :
We define a factor set f: G x G + E* as follows: Let r = a;l . . . a::\, p = a?1 . . . aFL-l be elements in G. Then f (t, p) = x4' . . . x2 with ej+ i = 1 if rj + mj > nj and Ed+, = 0 otherwise.
One checks that f is indeed a factor set and we denote by D = (E, G, f) the crossed product of E with its Galois group G and factor setf: The set of elements {u, I r E G} forms a basis for D over E with uid = 1. We also put We put r,,= 1 and m=min{iliE (1, . . . . n > and ri = 1 } and see that Bh is the smallest valuation ring of D which contains all extensions of B, i.e., R = Bk.
As a concrete example choose L = C, the field of complex numbers, and n = 3. Further, let Irr(a,, L(x,)) = Y* -(xi + 1) and n, = 2, e, = 1 follows. For Irr(a,, L(x2)) = Y3 -x2 we obtain n2 = 3 and e, = 3. In this case we have r, = 2, rz = 1 and B has the two extensions B; and u,B; u;' with B; the smallest valuation ring in D containing B; and u2 B; u; '. If we choose L and n as above with the same Irr(a,, L(x,)), but change Irr(a,, L(x,)) to Y2 -(x2 + l), we obtain e, = 1 and r2 = 2 and four extensions B;, u2 B; u; I, ug B; u; ', u2 u3 B; u; 'u;' which are all contained in R = B;.
It remains to prove Propositions 1 and 2. Let S, be an extension of the x,-adic valuation of L(x,, . . . . x,) to E with Nj as its maximal ideal. We have Sj/Nj~L(xI,...,x~-l,xj+l,...,x,)(a, ,..., ~/-i,aj+i ,..., a,-,), and ak(Sj) = Sj for k # j, using condition (i).
We show that E(u2) is a division ring that contains an extension of S2. Observe that Sz is a discrete valuation ring with N, = dSz for some element d, z2S, = x2S2 and u2S2 = ai(Sz) u2 = S2u2. We have (e,, n,)= 1 by condition (ii) and integers s and t exist with se, + tn, = 1. With y = u;d' one obtains yS2 y-' = S2 and y"lS, = dS2. It follows that S$') = S2 + S2 y + ... +s*y "I-' is a subring of E(u,) with Ni2) = NZ + S2 y + ... + S, y"l-' as a maximal completely prime ideal. Since y"*S, = dSz, one can show that for each a in E(u~)\S$~) (a in Ni2), a # 0) there exists a b in Ni2) (b in E(u2)\Si2)) with ab, ba in S$2'\NJ2). (One can choose for b a power of y.) Using this property one shows that E(u,) is a division ring: Let a, b be non-zero elements in E(uJ with ab = 0. Then there exist c, d in E(u,) with ca, bd in S$*)\N$*) and 0 = cabd E S$*)\N$*), a contradiction. S$*) is a valuation ring in E(u*). To prove this, let a be in E(u,) with a, a -' not in S$*). There exist c, d in N$*) with UC, da-' in S$*)\N$*), but dc = da-'UC E S$*)\Nh*). In fact Si*) is discrete since N$*) = yS$*), is invariant and Si2)/Ni2) E L (x,, x3, . . . . x,)(a,, a,, . . . . a,-1 ).
Every Si (i> 2) has an extension in E(u,). To prove this, observe that u2Si = a,(S,) u2 = Siu2, since i # 1.
We put S(*)=S.+SiU2+ ... +SiU;l-l and N'*)=N.+NiU2+ ... + N&?-r. As before, 'Sj*) is a subring of E(u*) with A$*) as an ideal which is maximal and completely prime, since q"/Ny' z L(x 1, **7 xj-l, xi+ 1, -9 xn)(alv ***3 ai-l, ai+l, ..*P a,-l)(+)* In fact, Si') is a discrete valuation ring in E(u*), an extension of Si and invariant.
One proceeds in this way and shows with the same type of arguments that E(u,, u,),..., D are division rings and that the valuation ring Sij), i> j, in E(u2, . . . . uj) can be extended to a valuation ring S;j+ *) in E(u,, . . . . uj+ r). We put Bh = Sr). The extension Bk-, in D of B,-i is constructed similarly in Bk/Mh, and one repeats this process.
